computational intelligence (Wilson and Frank, 1999; Wang, 2008a Wang, , 2009a . The convergence of software science and intelligent science forms the transdisciplinary field of computational intelligence, which provides a coherent set of fundamental theories, contemporary denotational mathematics, and engineering applications.
This editorial addresses the objectives of the International Journal of Software Science and Computational Intelligence (IJSSCI), and explores the domain of the emerging discipline. The historical evolvement of software and intelligence sciences and their theoretical foundations are elucidated. The coverage of this inaugural issue and recent advances in software and intelligence sciences are highlighted. This editorial demonstrates that the investigation into software and intelligence sciences will result in fundamental findings toward the development of future generation computing theories, methodologies, and technologies, as well as novel mathematical structures.
THE EMERGENCE OF SOFTWARE SCIENCE
Software as instructive behavioral information has been recognized as an entire range of widely and frequently used objects and phenomena in human knowledge. Software science is a theoretical inquiry of software and the laws constrain it on the basis of empirical studies on engineering methodologies and techniques for software development and software engineering organization. In the history of science and engineering, a matured discipline always gave birth to new disciplines. For instance, theoretical physics was emerged from general and applied physics, and theoretical computing was emerged from computer engineering. So will software science emerge and grow in the field of software, computer, information, knowledge, and system engineering (Wang, 2007a) .
This section provides perspectives on the emerging discipline of software science along with the maturity of software engineering theories and methodologies in fundamental research. The architecture and roadmap of software science are presented. The theoretical framework, mathematical foundations, and basic methodologies of software science will be briefly introduced.
What is Software Science?
Definition 1. Software Science is a discipline of enquiries that studies the theoretical framework of software as instructive and behavioral information, which can be embodied and executed by generic computers in order to create expected system behaviors and machine intelligence.
The discipline of software science studies the common objects in the abstract world such as software, information, data, concepts, knowledge, instructions, executable behaviors, and their processing by natural and artificial intelligence. From this view, software science is theoretical software engineering; while software engineering is the engineering discipline that applies software science theories and methodologies to efficiently, economically, and reliably organize and develop large-scale software systems.
The relationship between software science and software engineering can be analogized to those of theoretical physics and applied physics, or dynamics and mechanical engineering. Without theoretical physics there would be no matured applied physics; without dynamics there would be no matured mechanical engineering. So is software science with software engineering. The phenomena that almost all the fundamental problems, which could not be solved in the last four decades in software engineering, simply stemmed from the lack of coherent theories in the form of software science. The vast cumulated empirical knowledge and industrial practice in software engineering have made this possible to enable the emergence of software science.
The disciplines of mathematics and physics are successful paradigms that adopt the formal framework of theoretical knowledge, which have the advantages of stability and efficiency. The former is a property of formal knowledge that once it is established and proven, users who refer to it will no longer need to reexamine or reprove it. The latter is a property of formal knowledge that is exclusively true or false that saves everybody's time to argue a proven theory. In contrasting the nature of theoretical and empirical knowledge, the following principle can be derived. The differences of the validated domains between theoretical and empirical knowledge indicates the levels of refinements of a given form of knowledge and its reliability. Huge empirical knowledge were reported and then disappeared over time. For example, there are tons of empirical knowledge on software engineering published each year in the last decades. However, those that would be included in a textbook on software engineering theories as proven and general truth, rather than specific cases partially working on certain given or nonspecified constraints, would be no more than a few handful pages. According to Corollary 1, the major risk of empirical knowledge is its uncertainty when applying in a different environment, even the same environment but at different time, because empirical knowledge and common sense are often errorprone. The differences of the validated domains between theoretical and empirical knowledge indicate the levels of refinements of different forms of knowledge and their reliability.
Empirical knowledge answers how; while theoretical knowledge reveals why. Theoretical knowledge is a formalization of generic truth and proven empirical knowledge. Although the discovery and development of a theory or a law may take decades even centuries, its acquisition and dissemination are much easier and faster with ordinary effort. However, empirical knowledge is very difficult to be indirectly gained. One may acquire knowledge in multiple scientific disciplines such as those offered at a university, but may not be an expert in multiple engineering disciplines such as in all areas of electrical, mechanical, chemical, and computer engineering. The reasons behind this are that each engineering area requires specific empirical knowledge, skills, and tools. All of them need a long period of training and practice to be an expert.
Architecture of Software Science
The architecture of software science can be classified into four categories namely theories and methodologies, denotational mathematics, cognitive informatics, and organizational theories as shown in Figure 1 .
In the framework of software science, theories and methodologies encompass system modeling and refinement methodologies, computing theories, formal linguistic theories, and software code generation theories. All forms of imperative, autonomic, and cognitive computing theories as well as their engineering applications are explored in this category.
Denotational mathematics (Wang, 2002a (Wang, , 2008b for software science is the enquiry for its mathematical foundations in the forms of formal inference methodologies, concept algebra, system algebra, and Real-Time Process Algebra (RTPA). In the contemporary mathematics for software science and software engineering, concept algebra is designed to deal with the to be problems and knowledge manipulation (Wang, 2008c) . System algebra is developed to formally treat the to have problems in terms of dynamic relations and possessions beyond set theory (Wang, 2008d) . RTPA is adopted to formalize the to do problems such as system architectures, static and dynamic behaviors (Wang, 2002b (Wang, , 2007a . Further discussion on denotational mathematics for software science may be referred to (Wang, 2008b) .
Cognitive informatics for software science encompasses intelligence science, neural informatics, knowledge science, and computational intelligence (Wang, 2002a (Wang, , 2006 (Wang, , 2007b . Cognitive informatics explains the fundamental mechanisms of natural intelligence and its products in terms of information and knowledge. It also studies the software implemen-tation of intelligent behaviors by computational intelligence. Advances in cognitive informatics will help to overcome the cognitive barriers and inherited complicities in software engineering, which is called the intellectually manageability by Dijkstra (1976) and the essential difficulties by Brooks (1975) in software engineering.
Organizational theories of software science encompass coordinative work organization theories, management theories, economics theories, and system/sociology theories. The organizational facet of software science studies how large-scale software engineering projects may be optimally organized and what the underpinning laws are at different levels of coordinative complexities (Wang, 2007a) .
Software Science: Theoretical Foundations for Software Engineering and Computational Intelligence
It is recognized that theoretical software engineering focuses on foundations and basic theories of software engineering; whilst empirical software engineering concentrates on heuristic principles, tools/environments, and best practices by case studies, experiments, trials, and benchmarking. It is noteworthy that, because software is the most abstract instructive information, software engineering is one of the most complicated branches of engineering, which requires intensive theoretical investigations rather than only empirical studies. Due to the widely impacted and applicable objects and the complicated theories in software engineering, a scientific discipline known as software science is emerged.
The discipline of software science enquiries the common objects in the abstract world such as software, information, data, knowledge, instruction, executable behavior, and their processing by natural and machine intelligence. In other words, software science studies instructive and behavioral information and the mechanism of its translation into system behaviors. It is noteworthy that cognitive informatics perceives information as anything that can be inputted into and processed by the brain; while software science perceives software as any instructive information that can be executed and transformed into computational behaviors by computers. This forges a relationship between cognitive informatics and software science, which indicates that the former is the foundation for natural intelligence science, and the latter is the foundation for artificial intelligence science and software engineering. With the perception as applied software science, software engineering is an engineering discipline that applies software science theories and methodologies to efficiently, economically, and reliably organize and develop large-scale software systems. 
FROM ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO COMPUTATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Intelligence science is naturally interdisciplinary in vertical based on reductionism and is transdisciplinary in horizontal based on holism.
Intelligence science studies theories and models of the brain at all levels, and the relationship between the concrete physiological brain and the abstract soft mind. Intelligence science is a new frontier with the fertilization of biology, psychology, neuroscience, cognitive science, cognitive informatics, philosophy, information science, computer science, anthropology, and linguistics.
Approaches to Embody Abstract Intelligence
A fundamental view developed in software and intelligence sciences is known as abstract intelligence (Wang, 2008a) , which provides a unified foundation for the studies of all forms and paradigms of intelligence such as natural, artificial, machinable, and computational intelligence.
Definition 2. Abstract intelligence, αI, is a human enquiry of both natural and artificial intelligence at the embody levels of neural, cognitive, functional, and logical from the bottom up.
In the narrow sense, αI is a human or a system ability that transforms information into behaviors. While, in the broad sense, αI is any human or system ability that autonomously transfers the forms of abstract information between data, information, knowledge, and behaviors in the brain or systems.
With the clarification of the intension and extension of the concept of the generic abstract intelligence, its paradigms or concrete forms in the real-world can be derived as summarized in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 
Cognitive Informatics Foundations of Computational Intelligence
It is recognized that the theoretical foundations of computational intelligence root in cognitive informatics, software science, and denotational mathematics (Wang, 2002a (Wang, , 2008b (Wang, 2002a (Wang, , 2006 (Wang, , 2007b Wang et al, 2006) .
The architecture of the theoretical framework of cognitive informatics (Wang, 2007b) covers the Information-Matter-Energy (IME) model (Wang, 2003) , the Layered Reference Model of the Brain (LRMB) , the ObjectAttribute-Relation (OAR) model of information representation in the brain (Wang, 2007c) , the cognitive informatics model of the brain , Natural Intelligence (NI) (Wang, 2002a) , Neural Informatics (NeI) (Wang, 2007b) , the mechanisms of human perception processes (Wang, 2007g) , and cognitive computers (Wang, 2006; Wang and Sheu, 2008) .
The key application areas of cognitive informatics can be divided into two categories. The first category of applications uses informatics and computing techniques to investigate cognitive science problems, such as memory, learning, and reasoning. The second category including the remainder areas uses cognitive theories to investigate problems in informatics, computing, software/knowledge engineering and computational intelligence. cognitive informatics focuses on the nature of information processing in the brain, such as information acquisition, representation, memory, retrieve, generation, and communication. Through the interdisciplinary approach and with the support of modern information and neuroscience technologies, mechanisms of the brain and the mind may be systematically explored within the framework of cognitive informatics.
Recent advances in cognitive informatics reveal an entire set of cognitive functions of the brain (Wang, 2007b; and their cognitive process models . LRMB provides a reference model for the design and implementation of computational intelligence, which provides a systematical view toward the formal description and modeling of architectures and behaviors of computational intelligence. The LRMB model explains the functional mechanisms and cognitive processes of the natural intelligence with 39 cognitive processes at seven layers known as the sensation, memory, perception, action, meta-cognitive, meta-inference, and higher cognitive layers from the bottom up. LRMB elicits the core and highly repetitive recurrent cognitive processes from a huge variety of life functions, which may shed light on the study of the fundamental mechanisms and interactions of complicated mental processes and computational intelligence, particularly the relationships and interactions between the inherited and the acquired life functions as well as those of the subconscious and conscious cognitive processes. The cognitive model of the brain can be used as a reference model for goal-and inference-driven technologies in computational intelligence and autonomous agent systems (Wang, 2009b) .
Denotational Mathematics Foundations of Computational Intelligence
Applied mathematics can be classified into two categories known as analytic and denotational mathematics (Wang, 2007a (Wang, , 2008b . The former are mathematical structures that deal with functions of variables as well as their operations and behaviors; while the latter are mathematical structures that formalize rigorous expressions and inferences of system architectures and behaviors with abstract concepts, complex relations, and dynamic processes.
Definition 5. Denotational mathematics is a category of expressive mathematical structures that deals with high-level mathematical entities beyond numbers and simple sets, such as abstract objects, complex relations, behavioral vi information, concepts, knowledge, processes, intelligence, and systems.
Typical paradigms of denotational mathematics are comparatively presented in Table  2 , where their structures, mathematical entities, algebraic operations, and usages are contrasted. The paradigms of denotational mathematics as shown in Table 2 are concept algebra (Wang, 2008c) , system algebra (Wang, 2008d) , and Real-Time Process Algebra (RTPA) (Wang, 2002b .
The emergence of denotational mathematics is driven by the practical needs in cognitive informatics, computational intelligence, computing science, software science, and knowledge engineering, because all these modern disciplines study complex human and machine behaviors and their rigorous treatments. Among the new forms of denotational mathematics, concept algebra is designed to deal with the abstract mathematical structure of concepts and their representation and manipulation in knowledge engineering. System algebra is created to the rigorous treatment of abstract systems and their algebraic relations and operations. RTPA is developed to deal with series of behavioral processes and architectures of human and systems.
Denotational mathematics provides a powerful mathematical means for modeling and formalizing computational intelligent systems. Not only the architectures of computational intelligent systems, but also their dynamic behaviors can be rigorously and systematically manipulated by denotational mathematics. A wide range of applications of denotational mathematics have been demonstrated in software science and computational intelligence, which demonstrate that denotational mathematics is an ideal mathematical means for dealing with concepts, knowledge, behavioral processes, and human/machine intelligence with real-world problems. 
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A NEW TRANSDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH FIELD OF SOFTWARE AND INTELLIGENCE SCIENCES
The transdisciplinary field between software science and computational intelligence brings two logically and interactively related disciplines together. This new field of enquiry will be helpful to explain how natural intelligence is generated on the basis of fundamental biological and physiological structures; How intelligence functions logically and physiologically; How natural and machine intelligence are converged on the basis of software and intelligence sciences.
The architectural framework of software and intelligence science is described in Table 3 , which illustrates the structure and scope of the International Journal of Software Science and Computational Intelligence (IJSSCI). Because the implementation media and embody means of computational intelligence are software or its instructive behaviors, to a certain extent, computational intelligence may be perceived as software intelligence, or shortly intelware in parallel to hardware and software. Typical paradigms of computational intelligence are expert systems, fuzzy systems, autonomous computing, intelligent agent systems, genetic/evolutionary systems, and autonomous learning systems.
As that of computing hardware is based on the mathematical foundation of Boolean algebra, the more intelligent capability of computational intelligence must be processed by more powerful mathematical structures known as denotational mathematics in the forms of concept algebra, system algebra, and RTPA as described in the preceding sections. The three new structures of contemporary mathematics extend the abstract objects under study in mathematics from basic entities such as numbers, Boolean variables, and sets to complex ones such as concepts, systems, and behavioral processes.
Computing systems and technologies can be classified into the categories of imperative, autonomic, and cognitive computers from the bottom up. The imperative computers are a traditional and passive system based on storedprogram controlled behaviors for data processing (von Neumann, 1946 (von Neumann, , 1958 . The autonomic computers are goal-driven and self-decisiondriven machines that do not rely on instructive and procedural information (Kephart and Chess, 2003; IBM, 2006; Wang, 2004 Wang, , 2007a . Cognitive computers are more intelligent computers beyond the imperative and autonomic computers, which embodies major natural intelligence behaviors of the brain such as thinking, inference, and learning (Wang, 2006 (Wang, , 2007a Wang and Sheu, 2008) .
Definition 6. A cognitive computer is an intelligent knowledge processor with the capabilities of autonomic inference and perception that mimics the mechanisms of the brain and abstract intelligence.
Cognitive computers are an expected paradigm of computational intelligence. The theories and methodologies of cognitive computers are inspired by the latest advances in cognitive informatics (Wang, 2002a (Wang, , 2006 (Wang, , 2007b and contemporary denotational mathematics (Wang, 2002b (Wang, , 2008b . The theoretical foundations of cognitive computers encompass cognitive informatics, neural informatics, and abstract intelligence. As that of formal logic and Boolean algebra are the mathematical foundations of conventional computers. The mathematical foundations of cognitive computers are based on denotational mathematics. Cognitive computers will provide a powerful platform to implement all facets of computational intelligence such as the perceptive, cognitive, instructive, and reflective intelligence (Wang, 2008a (Wang, , 2009a .
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE INAUGURAL ISSUE
IJSSCI will not only establish an important forum for the emerging field of software and intelligence sciences, but also facilitate the dissemination of engineering and industrial applications of the latest discoveries in the fields covered by the journal. The objective of this inaugural issue of IJSSCI is to provide an informative overview on the entire structure of software science and computational intelligence, and an in-depth survey of the latest advances in these fields from multidisciplinary researchers and practitioners. As an introductory orientation, the editorial of this inaugural issue highlights the architecture and a coherent framework of the convergence of software science and computational intelligence, x which form a new transdisciplinary field that investigates into a unifying theory for abstract intelligence and its paradigms in forms of natural, artificial, machinable, computational, and webbased distributed intelligence.
CONCLUSION
The emerging field of software and intelligence sciences investigates into the theoretical foundations and denotational mathematical structures of computational intelligence and software engineering. This editorial has provided insightful perspectives on the convergent field of software science and computational intelligence. The coverage of the inaugural issue has been reviewed and highlighted. The Editor-in-Chief expects that readers of the International Journal of Software Science and Computational Intelligence (IJSSCI) will benefit from the set of articles presented in this inaugural issue in order to aware the recent advances and groundbreaking studies in the transdisciplinary filed of software and intelligence sciences.
IGI PUBLISHING
The goal of the International Journal of Agent Technologies and Systems is to increase awareness and interest in agent research, encourage collaboration and give a representative overview of the current state of research in this area. It aims at bringing together not only scientists from different areas of computer science, but also researchers from different studying similar concepts. The journal will serve as an inclusive forum for discussion on ongoing or completed work in both theoretical and practical issues of intelligent agent technologies and multi-agent systems. The International Journal of Agent Technologies and Systems focuses on all aspects of agents and multi-agent systems, with a particular emphasis on how to modify established learning techniques and/or create new learning paradigms to address the many challenges presented by complex real-world problems.
The objective of the International Journal of E-Services and Mobile Applications is to be a truly interdisciplinary journal providing comprehensive coverage and understanding of all aspects of e-services, self-services and mobile communication from different including marketing, management, and MIS. The journal invites contributions that are both empirical and conceptual, and is open to all types of research methodologies both from academia and industry.
In an ambient intelligence world, devices work in concert to support people in carrying out everyday life activities and tasks in a natural way using information and intelligence that is hidden in the network connecting these devices. The International Journal of Ambient Computing and Intelligence will speci cally focus on the convergence of several computing areas. The t is ubiquitous computing which focuses on self-testing and self repairing software, privacy ensuring technology and the development of various ad hoc networking capabilities that exploit numerous low-cost computing devices. The second key area is intelligent systems research, which provides learning algorithms and pattern matchers, speech recognition and language translators, and gesture classi cation and situation assessment. Another area is context awareness which attempts to track and position objects of all types and represent objects' interactions with their environments. Finally, an appreciation of humancentric computer interfaces, intelligent agents, multimodal interaction and the social interactions of objects in environments is essential.
The International Journal of Sociotechnology and Knowledge Development wishes to publish papers that offer a detailed analysis and discussion on sociotechnical philosophy and practices which underpin successful organizational change thus building a more promising future for today's societies and organizations. It will encourage interdisciplinary texts that discuss current practices as well as demonstrating how the advances of -and changes within -technology affect the growth of society (and vice versa). The aim of the journal is to bring together the expertise of people who have worked practically in a changing society across the world for people in the of organizational development and technology studies including information systems development and implementation.
